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Quotes about friendship - quotes
The friendship between the people since the advent of man on planet Earth. She helped to survive in
the harsh conditions of primitive society existed throughout the history of humanity helps people in
life and in our time. In this section you can ﬁnd quotes famous and great people who Express their
opinions about friendship. A friend is one soul living in two bodies A friend to all is nobody's friend.
Friendship is most necessary for life as no one wish for a life without friends even if he had all other
goods. Friendship is content possible without requiring proper. Friendship is not only invaluable but
also a great we praise the one who loves his friends and have lots of friends seem great and some
even think that to be a good person and friend - one and the same. Aristotle Each reached power lost friend. Having one of each already lot two lot three is unlikely. Henry Brooks Adams People on
earth should be friends. I don't think you can force all people to love each other but I want to destroy
hatred between people. Isaac Asimov Friendship is love without krilev. George Gordon Byron Where
there is no frankness full power of attorney where lies a little although some there is, there can not be
friendship. Each one to whom I can tell everything Vissarion Grigoryevich Belinsky All the honors of
this world are not worth one good friend. The eyes of friendship seldom are mistaken. Voltaire
Francois Marie Arouet Unanimity creates friendship. Many appear to be friends really are not friends
and Vice versa, some friends aren't really friends. We don't so much need the help of many friends in
conﬁdence that we will get it. The person who has true friends do not remain for a long time has a
terrible temper. Knowing the secret from each other do not betray him by becoming the enemy you
will strike the enemy and not friendship. Happiness is easy to ﬁnd a friend in misfortune - in the
supremely diﬃcult. Friendship one reasonable person friendship all unreasonable. Not worth living to
anyone no a true friend. Democritus Friendship between a man and a woman does not honor the man
dishonors the woman. Arthur Conan Doyle Friends can be too much. Alexandre Dumas father True
friends share everything. Euripides All can give the man his loyal friend is not the woman he loves.
For the devoted friend never to do too much. The most outrageous crime is an abuse of trust. Henrik
Ibsen Best of human life is friendship with other people. Abraham Lincoln No friendship without
mutual respect. Anton Semenovich Makarenko Two accidents in friendship are like two trees which
are weak to each other
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